Cytopathology

The Yale Cytopathology Program operates a comprehensive laboratory that offers state-of-the-art facilities and equipment and a wide variety of testing procedures. The Cytopathology Service is responsible for rendering consultative reports derived from the examination of cytological preparations. These include samples for the screening of cervical cancer and diagnostic specimens obtained from biological fluids, scrapings, or by Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA). We also use modern molecular technologies to detect and type human papillomaviruses and to reveal molecular alterations characteristic of tumor cells.
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Gynecologic Pathology

The Yale Gynecologic Pathology Program offers world-renowned diagnostic and therapeutic services. Our Gynecologic Pathology team receives diagnostically challenging cases from around the world, and performs not only routine evaluation of gross and microscopic specimens, but can also carry out specialized electron microscopic, immunohistochemical, and sophisticated molecular studies.
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